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Software for Analytical Nonlinear Controller Design 
Chanin Panjapornpon, Masoud Soroush, and Warren D. Seider 

Abstract— This paper presents a new software package that 
carries out symbolic manipulations to generate automatically 
analytical, model-based controllers and subsequently test the 
performance of the designed controller implemented on the 
process model. The software package has a user-friendly 
interface that was developed using Visual Basic and linked to 
MATHEMATICA using MathLink.  The user enters the 
process model (set of ordinary differential and algebraic 
equations), and the software generates an analytical model-
based controller (set of ordinary differential and algebraic 
equations), that can be in FORTRAN, C, or MATLAB format. 
The application and implementation of the software package 
are shown using a chemical reactor example.  
I. INTRODUCTION
Model predictive control and differential-geometric 
control have been the most widely used model-based control 
methods. In model-predictive control, the controller action is 
the solution of an optimization problem that is solved 
numerically on-line. In contrast, differential-geometric 
control is a direct synthesis approach in which the controller 
is derived by requesting a desired closed-loop response in 
the absence of input constraints. In other words, model-
predictive control involves numerical model inversion, while 
differential-geometric control involves analytical model 
inversion. The analytical inversion required in differential-
geometric control requires analytical partial derivatives and 
symbolic manipulations, which become cumbersome as the 
relative order and/or the level of complexity of the model 
increases. Indeed, the burden of taking analytical partial 
derivatives and performing symbolic manipulations have 
prevented this theoretically-sound, efficient controller from 
being implemented widely in the process industries. 
During the past fifteen years, efforts have been made to 
develop software packages that facilitate the design and 
implementation of analytical model-based controllers [1-10]. 
Controllers that have analytical form and do not require 
solving an optimization problem are referred to as analytical 
controllers in this presentation. Symbolic manipulation 
software for controller design has been developed using 
packages such as MATHEMATICA [11], MAPLE [12], and 
the Symbolic Toolbox in MATLAB [13].  In one approach, 
the software is designed as a toolbox for an existing 
symbolic manipulation package [4, 6, 8, 9].  For example, 
Blankenship et al. [4] developed a package for the design of 
nonlinear controllers using MATHEMATICA to provide the 
controller equations in the format suitable for simulation in 
SIMULINK. However, the software lacks a visual interface 
and cannot be used directly for controller design and 
implementation. In general, the existing software has 
numerical or symbolic computation limitations and requires 
users to implement lengthy sequences of input commands 
that follow specific patterns.  To address these limitations, 
controller design software packages with multiple 
calculating engines have been developed [5, 8]. For 
example,  Kitamoto et al. [8] created 
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software in which the design algorithm is programmed in 
MATHEMATICA and the front-end interface is written  in 
MATLAB. Users enter the control system in the form of a 
block diagram.  However, the software is unable to analyze 
the performance of the designed controller, and the 
capabilities of the symbolic computation are not fully 
utilized. The software developed by Campbell et al. [5] uses 
MAPLE to provide symbolic computation of the feedback 
linearization design for mechanical multi-body systems and 
Scilab [14] to carry out the numerical simulation. 
Although symbolic computation software packages for 
analytical model-based controller design have been available 
for many years, their applications have been limited due to 
deficiencies in available computer-aided design tools and 
user-interface platforms. For example, they do not design the 
controller fully when the process model is a set of ordinary 
differential and/or algebraic equations. Furthermore, they are 
not user-friendly for design integration and closed-loop 
simulation. Thus, the development of a software package 
that does not have these limitations is of interest in the 
practice of process control.  
 Motivated by these deficiencies of the existing software 
for the design of analytical, model-based controllers, a new 
software package that has a user-friendly interface and fully 
automates the design of differential-geometric controllers is 
introduced herein for general nonlinear processes. The 
software package generates controller equations in C, 
FORTRAN, and MATLAB formats and carries out closed-
loop simulations. The MATHEMATICA program is selected 
as the symbolic computational engine, because it has built-in 
functions that provide adequate precision and accuracy in 
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computation, allowing the creation of specific programming 
packages. In the package, the users can develop their own 
functions that support their individual calculating needs 
based on the available functions in MATHEMATICA. 
Furthermore, it does not require the declaration of symbolic 
variables in an expression, and it supports the 
communication between an external program (front-end 
interface) and its kernel. The Visual Basic language is used 
for creating a stand-alone application that communicates 
with the MATHEMATICA kernel to perform symbolic 
manipulations and calculations using the MathLink program. 
The differential-geometric control methods presented in [15-
19] are programmed as MATHEMATICA packages, to 
design controllers for general nonlinear processes whether 
stable, unstable, minimum-phase, and/or non-minimum-
phase. The software automates the design of analytical 
model-based controllers for general nonlinear processes, 
avoiding laborious analytical calculations and manipulations 
when the process model is complex or has high relative 
order(s).
MathLink 
program
Designed controller 
in C, FORTRAN, or 
MATLAB format
MATHEMATICA
Control 
methods in 
MATHEMATICA 
packages
Input information
MATHEMATICA 
kernel
Front-end
window
Closed-loop  
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Simulation 
function
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application
Fig. 1.  Flow diagram of the major components of the model-based 
controller design software.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the 
software environment and its details. The application and 
implementation of the software is illustrated in Section III.  
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section IV. 
II. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT
Given a process model, the software allows one to 
synthesize easily differential-geometric, model-based 
controllers and perform closed-loop numerical simulations.  
The software has three principal features: a user interface, 
MATHEMATICA routines, and a simulation algorithm. A 
flow diagram of the software, showing the interactions 
among these features, is shown in Figure 1. The software 
receives the process model and parameter values through the 
front-end window, and then sends a set of commands to the 
MathLink program. The latter invokes the 
MATHEMATICA kernel to execute the control packages. 
The kernel handles the controller design task based upon the 
process information and the control method chosen by the 
user. The designed controller equations and the tuning 
parameter values are used to carry out numerical 
simulations. The performance of the closed-loop control 
system is presented in the form of tables and graphs.  Each 
feature is described next. 
A. User Interface 
The front-end window interacts with the user in five steps: 
process information acceptance, process analyses, controller 
equation generation, closed-loop simulation, and graph 
selection.  The user enters the requested information in each 
step before proceeding to the next step. A flow diagram 
linking the steps and the tasks involved is shown in Figure 2.  
In addition, the front-end window has an input command 
step that shows all commands sent to the MATHEMATICA  
End
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Fig. 2.  Flow diagram of the tasks in the model-based controller 
design software (numbers correspond to the steps in the user 
interface). 
kernel. The user enters the process model equations and 
identifies the controlled outputs, manipulated inputs, process 
parameters, and available measurements in the process 
information step shown in Figure 3. The process model is 
entered as a set of ordinary differential and algebraic 
equations in the MATHEMATICA format. The size and 
form of the process model does not limit the applicability of 
the software as long as the control problem is well defined. 
In the process analyses step, the software calculates all  
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Fig. 6.  The code viewer window showing controller equations in the 
FORTRAN language format.  Fig. 3.  The system information window (step 1) of model-based 
controller design software. 
Fig. 4.  The process model window (step 2) of model-based controller 
design software. 
Fig. 7.  The simulation setup (step 4) and the plot selection (step 5) 
windows of the software. 
I-O linearization
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MinimumDm.m)
Approximate I-O
linearization
(StableNonminimum.m)
Approximate input-state
linearization
(UnstableNonminimum.m)
I-O linearization with
stability constraint
(MIMOLyapunov.m)
All eigenvalues
 of Jacobian
of process < 0
Process model
 and
design information
All eigenvalues
of Jacobian of  Zero
Dynamics < 0
No
Yes
Yes
No
Fig. 5.  Diagram showing how the software directs the user to the 
controller methods that are applicable to the process under 
consideration.
feasible steady-state pairs and allows the user to select a 
desired pair to perform local stability analysis, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. Depending on the analysis results (stability and 
minimum-phase-ness), the software allows the user to select 
an appropriate controller method. According to the logic 
shown in Figure 5, the software directs the user to the 
applicable control methods. Figure 6 shows the code viewer
window in the controller equations step, which presents the 
model-based controller equations either in C, FORTRAN, or 
MATLAB formats. Subsequently, a file containing the code 
for the control (closed-loop) system is loaded in the 
simulation setup step. The user enters initial values for the 
state variables, controller-tuning parameter values, and the 
simulation time, as shown in Figure 7.  The simulation 
method in the dynamic library link (DLL) is selected 
according to the type of the control method. The dynamic 
library link is a library of executable functions that can be  
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used by a Windows application. By creating a simulation 
function as DLLs, the new software package can be installed 
on any Windows-based computer without requiring the 
installation of MATLAB. The closed-loop simulation results 
are presented in the form of tables and graphs, as depicted in 
Figure 8. The user selects the plot variables in the plot 
selection step.
B. MATHEMATICA Packages 
Two types of MATHEMATICA packages,  controller design 
and process analysis packages, were developed. The 
differential-geometric control methods in [15-19] are 
programmed into the controller design packages for 
application to stable and unstable processes, whether non-
minimum- or minimum-phase. Each controller package 
designs a state feedback, a compensator, and a state 
observer, and it generates controller code in a programming 
language such as C, FORTRAN, or MATLAB.  The input 
expressions for the five controller design methods are shown 
in Table 1.   
The process analysis packages include two main support 
functions; the stability analysis function and the state 
equilibrium function. The stability analysis function 
determines the stability of the process, the zero dynamics, 
and the zero dynamics stability. The state equilibrium 
function computes all feasible steady-state pairs within given 
operating ranges of the state variables. The input expressions 
for both functions are described in Table 2. 
C. Simulation Algorithm 
 While MATHEMATICA has symbolic manipulation 
capabilities, its numerical algorithms are weak. For this 
reason, the simulation algorithms of the model-based 
controller design software are created as Dynamic Library  
TABLE 1
CONTROLLER  DESIGN  PACKAGES
Package Name 
[Reference] Input Expression
StableNonMinimum.m 
[17]
StableNonminimum[InputEq, OutputEq, 
StateEq, UEq, OrderP, ProcPar, SSsp, 
Measured]
Minimum.m 
[15] 
Minimum[InputEq, OutputEq, StateEq, 
UEq, ProcPar, SSsp, Measured]
MinimumDm.m 
[16] 
MinimumDm[InputEq, OutputEq, StateEq, 
UEq, DmEq, ProcPar, SSsp, Measured]
UnstableNonminimum.m 
[18] 
MIMOunstableNonmin[InputEq, OutputEq, 
StateEq, UEq, OrderP, ProcPar, SSsp, 
Measured]
MIMOLyapunov.m 
[19] 
MIMOLyapunov[InputEq, OutputEq, 
StateEq, UEq, ProcPar, SSsp, Measured]
Fig. 8.  A simulation plot generated by plot selection step of the 
software.
TABLE 2
 DESIGN ANALYSIS  PACKAGES
Package Name Input Expression
analysis.m analyse[InputEq, OutputEq, UEq, dmEq, StateEq, SSsp, ProcPar]
StateEquilibrium[InputEq,StateEq, OutputEq, 
OutputSp, ProcPar, IpRange, IpSpan ]
Link (DLL) functions using the COM Builder of MATLAB.  
The DLL functions provide a flexible environment for a 
stand-alone application. The controller equations in the 
MATLAB format, with given process parameters, are 
integrated by appropriate functions that are developed 
specifically for the control methods in [15-19]. These 
simulation functions are OdeAna, OdeFminunc, and 
OdeFmincon. The user adjusts the tuning parameters and 
simulation time to evaluate the controller performance.  
III. EXAMPLE
 Consider two isothermal, continuous, stirred-tank 
reactors (CSTRs) in series, in which the reactions 
A B Co o  take place in the liquid phase. The process 
model is: 
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Fig. 9.  Simulated closed-loop response of the controlled outputs and 
manipulated inputs of the isothermal chemical reactors in series. 
where 1F  and 2F  are the inlet volumetric flow rates of 
pure A ,  = 0.01,  = 0.01, 1V 2V 0AC  = 7,  = 6, and Ak Bk  = 1. 
The concentrations, 1BC  and 2BC , are measured and it is 
desired to maintain them at 1spy  = 2, and 2spy  = 3 by 
manipulating the feed rates, 1F  and 2F .
 With x  = ,  = >1 1 2 2[    ]TA B A BC C C C u @1 2 TF F , and =
,  the inputs to the software in step 1 are given 
below.
y
> 1 @B BC C 2 T
Step 1
Input 1:  
x1'[t_]= -(ka*x1[t]^2) + ((Ca0 - x1[t])*u1[t])/V1, 
x2'[t_]= ka*x1[t]^2 - kb*x2[t] - (x2[t]*u1[t])/V1, 
x3'[t_]= -(ka*x3[t]^2) + ((x1[t] - x3[t])*u1[t])/V2 + ((Ca0 - 
x3[t])*u2[t])/V2, 
x4'[t_]= ka*x3[t]^2 - kb*x4[t] + ((x2[t] - x4[t])*u1[t])/V2 - 
(x4[t]*u2[t])/V2, 
y1=x2[t], 
y2=x4[t] 
Input 2:   ka=6, kb=1, Ca0=7, V1=0.01, V2=0.01        
Input 3:  x1[t], x2[t], x3[t], x4[t]    Input 4:  u1[t],u2[t]  
Input 5:
Input 6:  y1, y2                         Input 7: ysp1=2, ysp2=3 
Input 8:
{x1[t],0,7},{x2[t],0,7},{x3[t],0,7},{x4[t],0,7},{u1[t],0,0.2},
{u2[t],0,0.2} 
Input 9:  5 
Input 10: Observer design 
The steady state pair ( , , 1 0.699ssx  2 2ssx  3 1.101ssx  ,
, , ) that corresponds 4 3ssx  1 0.005ssu  2 0.0013ssu  1spy
= 2 and 2spy  = 3 is selected.  The pair is stable [ 1 ( )olJO =
-14.90, 2 ( )olJO  = -8.85, 3 ( )olJO  = -2.72, 4 ( )olJO  = -1.46] 
and non-minimum-phase [ 1 (
to step 2 are detailed below. 
Step 2
Input 1:  0.699, 2.0, 1.101, 3.0, 0.005, 0.013 
Input 2:  2, 2 
Input 3: Approximate Input-Output Linearization
With  = [0.75, 2.192, 0.75, 2.192], 1 2 3 4[ (0), (0), (0), (0)]x x x x
1  0.4H  , 2  0.3H  , and six hours of simulation time, the 
inputs to step 4 are given below.  Figure 9 shows the closed-
loop responses.  Note that İ1 and İ2 are tuning parameters.   
Step 4
Input1: [0, 6]
Input2: {Epsilon1, Epsilon2} Input3: 0.4, 0.3 
Input4: {x1, x2, x3, x4, Eta11, Eta12, Eta21, Eta22}
)zdJO  = 17.57, 2 ( )zdJO  = 
11.03]. The approximate input-output linearizing control 
method [17], with  and , is used.  The inputs1   2p  2  = 2p
Input5: 0.75,2.192,0.75,2.192,0.75,2.192,0.75,2.192
Input6: {u1, u2} Input7: 0.1, 0.1 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
A user-friendly, integrated, software package for the 
design of differential-geometric, model-based controllers is 
presented.  Given a process model in the form of ordinary 
differential and algebraic equations, the software derives an 
analytical model-based controller, generates the controller 
equations in C, FORTRAN, or MATLAB format, and 
carries out closed-loop simulations. A MathLink program 
provides an interface for communication with the 
MATHEMATICA kernel.  The software is applied for the 
control of chemical and biochemical reactors.  The software 
allows control engineers to design differential-geometric, 
model-based controllers with ease.  With the software, 
differential-geometric, model-based controllers can be 
designed and tested with ease for processes with complex 
models.
NOTATION
t Time, s
u Vector of manipulated inputs 
x Vector of state variables 
y Vector of controlled outputs 
spy Vector of output set-points 
InputEq Process model equation 
OuputEq Output variables 
StateEq State variables 
UEq Output variables 
DmEq Measured disturbances 
OrderP Request output order 
SSsp Select steady-state pair 
ProcPar Process parameters 
Measure
d
Complete or incomplete state 
measurements 
OutputSp Output set point 
IpRange Input ranges of state variables 
IpSpan Input span ranges of state variables 
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